GOVERNMENT OF PUDUCHERRY
OFFICE OF THE REGIONAL ADMINISTRATOR
-CUM- SUB DIVISIONAL MAGISTRATE

***

No.26/PA/RAY/COVID-19/2020

Yanam, dated 11-04-2020

PRESS RELEASE

Sub: Administration, Yanam – Ban on medical treatment by the RMP / PM medical practitioners – Instructions Issued - Reg.

***

In the wake of deadly virus Covid-19 all the Rural Medical Practitioners / Practising Medical Practitioners in Yanam region are hereby directed to stop their medical practice till 30-04-2020 as some of the patients having Cold, Fever, Cough, breathlessness etc., which are the symptoms of Covid-19 are approaching the local RMP/PMPs. Violation noticed if any will be viewed seriously and penal action will be initiated under Section 188 of IPC and as per Epidemic Disease Act, 1897.

Further, all the RMP/PMPs are instructed to report such cases to the Control Room at Govt. General Hospital, Yanam (0884-2321424) and office of the Region Administrator, Yanam (0884-2325105) without fail and advice such people to approach the near Health facility.

(Shivraj Meen)
REGIONAL ADMINISTRATOR
YANAM